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V (x, y, z $ p, a) . When such an integral exists, the corresponding intermediate integral is V = const.
Consider the equations (2). If they possess a common integral, then this integral must also satisfy <n V p -λ m>Λ+ι V q = 0, (3) d m * n λ these equations forming the totality of Jacobi conditions 1 associated with (2).
Thus if V is not to be identically constant, it is necessary that every three vectors v m>n = ((m +n + 2) λ m>n , λ m+ι#7Z , λ m>n+ι ) be linearly dependent.
This condition may be simplified as follows: where p is a fixed integer greater than or equal to 2. Then since
THEOREM. The necessary and sufficient condition that every three vectors Vm,n should be linearly dependent is that one of the following holds:
2 )» and Q # 0= (^1 ^-2 ~ L2 Li ). 
and clearly the theorem is true in this case also. 
Provided /" 4 0, these two pairs of equations may be integrated to give In a similar manner case (ii) of the theorem may be treated, and it is found that either
where X 9 Y and Λ have the same meaning as before.
Case (iii) has already been discussed, see (4) . Thus one is led to the conclusion that λ must have one of the two forms (4), (5), (6), (7) and (8). Here F is an arbitrary function of its argument in each case, and Cί, β are arbitrary constants. It will now be shown that whenever λ has one of these two forms, (1) possesses intermediate integrals.
The intermediate integrals:
The case (10) will be considered first, then (9) in general, and finally the exceptional cases of (9). In each case a nonsingular transformation of the variables x 9 y 9 z 9 p 9 q will be made, which will reduce the pertinent equations of (2) and (3) 
η2>'{η)-F(η).
and (3) Suppose now that λ has the form (9). Then the transformation x = x 9 y -y 9
F= z and *By case (i) of the theorem only these two equations need be considered. 
5, Generalised Riemann invariants:
In the fluid dynamical application of the theory one replaces, see [4] , x $ y, z s p, q $ λ 2 by p, φ, ζ $ ί, u 9 -τ p respectively so that the table of generalised Riemann invariants on the following page may be constructed.
In this table y = CLp + βφ and G 9 H 9 φ represent in each case arbitrary functions of their arguments: the ± sign indicates the inclusion of the integrals corresponding to the (second) system associated with (2). The function r is included in the table since it, rather than λ, is the variable of interest in applications. In each case r rather than λ has been given in its simplest form. Notice that the inclusion of T gives rise to the separation of the second and third entries, and the fourth and fifth, since in order to obtain r from λ an integration has to be made ( r p =-λ 2 ). As regards λ, the third entry is just a special case (α = 0) of the second, and the fifth a special case (α = 0) of the fourth. Martin's results appear as particular examples. The group (b) is actually a limiting form of (a).
The forms listed for τ{ψ,p) provide sufficient generality for a wide range of given functions to be approximated. As one example consider the case of a polytropic gas for which, see [4] .
where Ψ is a function determined by the (given) distribution of entropy across the particle paths φ = const. Only for the particular distribution function
The following occur as special cases of these: , and α = 0.
